
 
 
 
 
 

Supplies Needed 
#34734253 Bright Color 40 pc. Floss (1 pk) 
#34734137 Bright Color 700 pc. Pony Beads (1 pk) 
#65017052 Black w/ White Polka Dot Cord, 3.3’ (1 pk) 
#61215025 Bronze Glass 6/0 E-Beads, 40G (1 pk) 
#34712110 Silver 16 pc. Metal Lanyard Clips (1 pk) 
#47554111 Crystal Glue Pen (1 pk) 
#22279001 E600 Glue, 1 oz. (1 pk) 
6” x 9” Dark Brown Foam Sheet (2 pc) 
Small Eye Bead (1) 
Kangaroo Template (download included) 
Adhesive Glitter Letters 

 
Tools Needed 
Black Fine Point Sharpie Pen 
Scissors 
Small Hole Punch or Bead Reamer 
Exacto Knife 
Ruler 
Sewing Needle w/ Large Eye (large enough for floss strand) 
Needle Threader 
Scotch Tape 

 
Techniques to Know 
Basic Hand Stitching 
Double Knot 

 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
1. Download kangaroo template. Trace two kangaroo shapes 
onto two brown foam sheets and cut out. Use sharpie to draw the 
detail lines and pouch onto one kangaroo shape (this will be the top 



side of the kangaroo). Use the exacto knife to cut the pouch slit on 
the (top) kangaroo cut out. 
2. Layer the top kangaroo cut out (with marker details) on top of 
the bottom kangaroo cut out. Use a small hole punch or bead reamer 
to punch small holes in the middle of the ears, on both kangaroo cut 
outs, for the lanyard clips to attach. Place dots of craft glue around 
the top perimeter of the bottom kangaroo cut out and place the top 
cut out on top of it. Allow to dry slightly. This will help keep the cut 
outs lined up when you stitch them together. 
3. Use the needle threader to thread the middle of 4 yds. of dark 
brown floss onto a sewing needle. Beginning at the bottom, start 
stitching the edges of the two kangaroo cut outs together, leaving 3- 
4” tails to tie off later. 
4. Keep stitching the edges of the kangaroo cut outs together. 
Once you reach the starting tail of floss, tie the floss tails together 
into a secure knot that rests on the underside of the kangaroo. Place 
a drop of crystal glue onto the knot and allow to dry. Trim floss tails. 
5. Securely sew an e-bead onto the top cut out over the eye of 
the kangaroo. Trim floss tails. 
6. Place name letters under the pouch on the kangaroo. Use dots 
of craft glue to help the adhesive letters adhere to the foam sheet. 
Allow to dry. 
7. Determine desired length of the hanging cord, allowing extra 
for tying end knots that will attach to the lanyard clips. Cut polka dot 
cord to that length. Snugly wrap a small piece of scotch tape around 
one end of the cord. Slide pony beads onto each end of the cord. 
8. Knot each end of cord onto lanyard clips. Apply a dot of crystal 
glue to each knot and allow to dry. Carefully slide lanyard clips 
through the holes punched in the kangaroo ears. 
9. Store an extra mask or two in the pouch and show off your 
kangaroo"#$%. 

 
Skill Level: Advanced Beginner 

Approximate Crafting Time: 1-2 Hrs. 
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